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Cities are the most concentrated place of human activity, information has become 
the theme of urban development and planning, GIS is spatial expression and 
management of information technology. In recent years, the variety of urban spatial 
information management system based on GIS technology, such as urban 
underground pipeline system, most land use management information system 
management model of the two-dimensional plane. Covering a wide range of urban 
planning, including urban planning, city center area planning, environmental planning, 
historic preservation planning, municipal infrastructure project planning. With modern 
urban underground space from the ground, the floor space constantly expanding and 
extending, multi-level, stereo mode has become the development trend of urban 
planning and management. 
Based on business after carrying out a full investigation and understanding of 
urban planning, urban design and research of three-dimensional support planning 
platform. First of all at the data level, needed to establish the platform of scene data 
using satellite remote sensing imagery and aerial photography data as a combination 
of texture, and adopted a wide range of open digital elevation model combined with 
high accuracy digital elevation model in city center build whole scenes. On this basis, 
using urban built-up area has 112 square kilometers, laser point cloud and incline 
photography model of three dimensional construction data combined with new 
buildings constructed shooting and manual methods for modeling, establishment of 
live-action scenes in city building elements. High voltage transmission line using 
standardized blueprints to establish the city of transmission poles and transmission 
towers model, build city pipe models to improve details of the live-action scenes in 
the streets and underground. 
Under the urban planning function required, using 3D GIS platform API 
programming interfaces provided by Skyline and COM components, flexible 
Assembly related features, developed urban real three dimensional support planning 
platform. The implementation of the platform, will enable the Government to plan and 
Management Department, Planning Department, municipal administration and 
all-round, multi-angle and real-time interaction for planning as well as in watch, get 
real sensory experience, shorten the distance between non-professional and 















exchanges between departments provides a unified data base to quickly identify issues, 
collaborative consensus to resolve the contradictions and conflicts that exist in the 
design. Use multiple schemes, planning information query functions, programme 
elaboration, design ideas, design features and relevant information is presented to 
provide a scientific basis and reference help programme managers to make the right 
decisions and scientific, effective planning, improve the quality of planning. 
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组件式 GIS 技术，根据城市规划管理业务的需求，设计实现以 C/S 结构设计为主，
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